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A WORD FROM OUR CHAIRWOMAN

“...an opportunity to imagine a truly equitable America.”
FREEDOM IS MORE THAN A WORD
The year 2020 will be one that historians will study for years to come, a global pandemic and its economic
impact will deserve examination and analysis. Historians will look anew on the nation’s largest grassroots
movement; the people demanding a more just society. Today, racial justice is a national focus and provides
an opportunity to imagine a truly equitable America.
As we celebrate 80 years of the Field Foundation, we are reminded that our founder Marshall Field III
had deep insights into issues that divided America and the need to build one community, one nation, by
addressing racism and intolerance. In his book, Freedom is More than a Word, he suggested a pledge:
I will respect the rights of all men equally, without regard to their race and creed.
I will win the war at home by combating racial discrimination wherever I meet it.
I will not spread rumors that aid the racial war of the enemy against democracy.
I believe he would be proud of the work of the Field Foundation today. More than four years ago, under
the guidance of our President Angelique Power, the board and staff engaged in racial justice training and
strategic planning. With careful thought, we focused on delivering a larger impact than the size of our
endowment might indicate. Using data and heat maps we zeroed in on areas of greatest need—which
the maps indicate are also areas where people of color are most concentrated. Our investments support
community empowerment through Justice, Art, Media & Storytelling and Leadership Investment.
I am proud of the leadership of the board, which focused on racial justice, and, as a result, Field is
positioned as a leader in the Chicago and national philanthropic communities. I am proud that we are
partnered with the Democracy Fund and the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation in our Media
& Storytelling grants to amplify the voices that have long been unheard. I am proud that MacArthur also
partners with us to support Leadership Investment, through Leaders for a New Chicago, providing awards
to nonprofit leaders who are already extraordinary in their service and impact. The awards allow these
Leaders to explore the avenues that will take them to the next steps of their leadership journey, no strings
attached. This is what it means to trust community power and community leadership.
I am proud to be part of the Field Foundation community. Each member of the board, past and present,
each staff member, each partner, are thoughtful people committed to leaving Chicago, our nation and our
world more just than we found it.
Gloria Castillo, Chairwoman
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A WORD FROM OUR PRESIDENT

"Injustice viralized. Priorities reevaluated. Essentiality redefined.”

LIVING IN RETROSPECT
On July 30, 2020, The New York Times published a message from the grave. Civil Rights giant
and longtime Congressman, John Lewis, knew he had lost his battle with cancer. Rather than
spend his final days resting and fading peacefully – he unleashed one last act for the greater
good and wrote a message to each of us. This missive urged us to keep going without him,
to fight at all costs for human dignity and to “study and learn the lessons of history because …
the truth does not change, and that is why the answers worked out long ago can help you find
solutions to the challenges of our time.”
Writing a note knowing you will be gone before it is read.
The Present actively unfolding while simultaneously viewed from the Future’s gaze.
Living in retrospect.
Nearing nine months of social distancing, masking ourselves in public and stretching to remain
ever connected digitally, the Field Foundation staff has found new ways of digging in and
reaching out. Calls, zooms, google meets. One on ones, panels, keynotes given barefoot in front
of framed ancestors watching quietly from our walls.
We are all living our lives in retrospect these days; watching the ink dry on a history book
each day while simultaneously scrolling the headlines on our phone. We know 2020 is a
year that will be studied, analyzed. We feel it with each statue pulled down, each city budget
shifting investments from policing to the promise of people. With each uptick of lives stolen
by Coronavirus. With each school struggling to determine how to feed and educate children,
protect teachers, solve for the mounting trauma and do it all on shrinking budgets and with no
vaccine in sight. Injustice virialized. Priorities reevaluated. Essentiality redefined.
The world collectively examining the high functioning and eagerly supported racial caste system
that slides to fatal lengths based on the darkness of skin. The world collectively asking how this
caste system is codified and designed? What is the role of government to change this, of our
publicly held companies, our cultural, academic and philanthropic institutions? What is the role I
play, you play?
The pen, it is writing. The ink, ever drying.
And when it stops, what will the history books say about us; and what will we have learned,
done, changed?
2
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Now in our 80th year, Field Foundation’s history is also ever unfolding.

The casket of Rep.
John Lewis crosses
the Edmund Pettus
Bridge by horsedrawn carriage
during a memorial
service for Lewis on
July 26 in Selma, Ala.
Photo Creator: John
Bazemore, Photo
Credit: AP

We started this year by looking back on our founding and how we were born from the mind
of Marshall Field III in an attempt to equip the organizer, the artist and the truth-teller with
everything they need for the fight. Knowing that it is the fighter that changes the rules of the
game, that a dug-in fight is sometimes the only way to gain any ground and that in the end –
until those most marginalized are designers of their own destiny – no one can prevail, no one
can be free.
In this Biennial Report, we will take the opportunity of our 80th anniversary to reflect on the
past, present and future – how it overlaps in elegant loops. In these past few years Field has
changed so much. How we fund, who we fund, how we measure our work, how we aim to
build trust, how we invest our dollars and how we keep learning by constantly recognizing how
far we still have to go.
And yet, given that in the original documents from our Foundation, Marshall Field III called us
to work for “racial justice,” in many ways our latest change has simply circled us back to our
earliest beginning. We are returning home, retracing our steps, heading steadfastly back to
where we started.
So, what will history say about us, about our actions, about this time? Let’s ask the everprescient John Lewis, a staff member in the sixties at the Field Foundation of New York.
In Mr. Lewis’ final note he offered us this…
When historians pick up their pens to write the story of the 21st century, let them say that it
was your generation who laid down the heavy burdens of hate at last and that peace finally
triumphed over violence, aggression and war. So I say to you, walk with the wind, brothers
and sisters, and let the spirit of peace and the power of everlasting love be your guide.
Walking with each of you in the wind,
Angelique Power, President
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LEADERSHIP

HISTORY

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
• Marshall Field IV

1961-1964

• Lowell T. Coggeshall

1964-1966

• Hermon Dunlap Smith

1966-1979

• Lorraine Madsen

1979-1988

• Handy L. Lindsey, Jr.

1988-2003

• Aurie Pennick

2004-2016

• Angelique Power

2016 - Present

CHAIR OF THE BOARD
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• Marshall Field IV

1964-1965

• (no chair)

1965-1979

• Hermon Dunlap Smith

1979-1983

• E. Leland Webber

1983-1990

• Arthur F. Quern

1990-1996

• Philip W. Hummer

1996-2004

• Christina M. Tchen

2004-2009

• Judith Block

2009-2014

• Lyle Logan

2014-2019

• Gloria Castillo

2019-present
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A LEGACY
			OF SERVICE
Marshall Field III was a liberal
and a gentleman.
The first line of the first page of the Field Foundation founder’s
biography describes him as such, and it is a label the investment banker
and newspaper publisher carried almost all his life.
Millionaire by birth. Philanthropist and humanitarian by choice.
The grandson of the legendary department store merchant, Marshall Field III
established the Field Foundation, Inc. in October 1940. His father, Marshall
Field II, died of a mysterious gunshot wound at age 37 in 1905, leaving the
bulk of his fortune to Marshall Field III and his younger brother, Henry. Henry
died in 1917. That left young Marshall with a $125 million inheritance at a
relatively tender age.
“He felt very guilty about having this (wealth) dropped in his lap. So for his
whole life he was trying to make up for that,” says his namesake grandson
and Field Foundation Life Director Marshall Field V. “He just had a liberal state
of mind. He liked people. He tried to support anyone who was the underdog.”
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A “RADICAL”
BEGINNING

1940

IN PHILANTHROPY

A FOCUS ON ROOT CAUSES

• Marshall Field III created The Field Foundation in
1940 while he was living in New York City.
• According to friends and biographers, the
Great Depression had a profound (some would
say “radicalizing”) effect on Field III.

In addition to his ambivalence about his wealth, Marshall Field III was also heavily
influenced by the Manchester School of economic thought, or “Manchester Liberalism,”
the 19th century free trade movement that promoted pacifism, anti-slavery and freedom
of the press, among other tenets. Combined with his friendship with President Franklin
Roosevelt and support of New Deal policies, he decided he wanted to do something
useful with his privilege. His 1945 book “Freedom is More than a Word,” offers a striking
analysis on race, class and religious freedom, and overtly rejects racial hate and
discrimination against “minorities.”
In Freedom is More Than A Word Marshall Field III wrote this about the need to focus on
root causes in philanthropy: “In combatting minority discrimination, in making attacks upon
housing, public health, and other problems of the disinherited or underprivileged in the
American community, the question constantly arises as to what role private philanthropy
should have in meeting these problems. I believe we are in a period of transition from
private philanthropy toward a general social approach to the problems with which it
has heretofore attempted to deal.”

“In the past much of private philanthropy has been directed to
palliatives and the treatment of symptoms rather than to cures
through attacks upon causes.”
This prescient idea of the role a foundation could play was critical in the early work of the
Field Foundation as it joined a handful of foundations that provided invaluable financial
support to the civil rights movement as detailed in Freedom Funders: Philanthropy and
the Civil Rights Movement 1955-1965. From early grants to support sovereignty in native
communities, voting rights of African Americans in the south, to supporting immigrant and
labor rights, the focus of the foundation was on issues still understood to this day
as fundamental to racial justice. In fact, Marshall Field III was the largest sole financial
backer of Saul Alinsky, the godfather of community organizing, laying the groundwork for the
foundation’s Justice portfolio today that supports BiPOC organizers working on root causes.
After Marshall III died in 1956, his son, Marshall IV was placed on the board in New York.
But it became clear that Marshall III’s New York-based widow, Ruth, and his son Marshall
IV had different ideas about the direction of the organization.
“My father and Ruth didn’t get along at all. They could barely be in the same room,”
Marshall V recalls.

6

Freedom is More Than a Word
published by Marshall Field III
in 1945, focusing on the role
of philanthropy and freedom
of the press in alleviating
societal issues.
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• Field’s son, Marshall Field IV, wanted to back
away from activist agenda and make the
foundation less national, more Chicago-based.

A FORMAL
SPLIT

• Widow Ruth Field wanted foundation to
continue as agent for social change.

1960

AT A
CROSSROAD

1950

• Marshall Field III died of a heart attack in 1956.

• Field Foundation divided into 2 entities:
New York and Illinois.
• In 1965 Field IV donated the profit from the sale
of the 135 S. LaSalle Street building to the foundation’s
assets: $8 million shortly before his death that same year.
• Marshall Field V assumed his father’s role at the
Foundation as a board member at the age of 24.

At that point a formal split took place, with Ruth
running the Field Foundation of New York and Marshall
IV heading the Chicago-based Field Foundation.
The New York organization focused heavily on
supporting civil rights and worked with people like late
Congressman John Lewis and former Ambassador
Andrew Young, among other notable figures. By 1989,

“I made up my mind about one thing: I didn’t want
to be the chairman of the Foundation. I felt that the

the Field Foundation of New York sunset, having

Foundation, through my grandfather and my father,

determined to give all of its assets away, and closed.

had really been left to Chicago, if you will. I didn’t see

Marshall Field IV envisioned the Field Foundation to

any reason to try to put my stamp on that,” he says.

be an active member of Chicago’s philanthropic

He continues: “When I came out here I had a learning

community and a key supporter of the city’s

curve. So when I first got here my number one

major cultural institutions. In June 1965, just before

goal was to keep my mouth shut and try to learn

he died, Marshall Field IV offered to contribute $8

something. As time went by, I knew that my rational

million to the Field Foundation if the Field Building at

mind was telling me all cities—not just Chicago—

135 South LaSalle St. were to be transferred at its fair

have a major problem with racism and poverty.

market value, which then was worth $32.5 million.

And on the whole, the two go together.”

“That’s where I come in,” Marshall V says. “I just came

Marshall V says in those days the grants were

into what was there already, really.”

“reactive” and mostly mirrored those of the Chicago

Humble and self-deprecating with a droll sense of
humor, Marshall V was well aware of his family’s stature
in Chicago, but he grew up in New England. He wasn’t
a Chicagoan. But after his father’s death he was thrust
into the position of chairman of Field Enterprises, which
included the Chicago Sun-Times. He was also an
integral part of the Field Foundation.

Community Trust.
“We spent a lot of money with major institutions that we
thought helped make Chicago. The Field Museum, of
course, the Art Institute, zoos... A lot of the money went
that way. A lot of it went to people and people problems
too because we knew that was my grandfather’s prime
interest. As time went by, we spent more and more
money in Chicago’s communities outside of downtown,
working on important issues,” Marshall V says.
“The more I thought about it, the more I thought,
‘Well, ok, we’ve got a vehicle here that could really do
something.’” The Field Foundation has thrived because
it carved out a particular niche for itself in philanthropy,
Marshall V says.
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INTENTIONAL
AND
PROGRESSIVE

1980

VENTURE CAPITALISTS
		     FOR HUMANITY
8

• Focus changed in 1988 when Handy L. Lindsey, Jr. was hired
as President.
• Foundation’s assets were $28 million by 1988
• Lindsey modernized foundation operations and hired new staff.
• Shifted focus of foundation; diversified and expanded types
of grantees.

“We thought of ourselves as venture capitalists for humanity. So we were going to support
things that might put us way out on the end of a limb, but where our support could make
a huge difference in people’s lives. We’re not big so we can’t write big checks. So our job
was to spend venture capital in hopes of making something much bigger come of it.”
Although many vanguard racial justice grants were provided during the 60s to local groups
(including the Black Panthers children’s breakfast program, and a retail store run by the
Vice-Lords), Marshall V says the Board started having more intentional discussions about
more progressive and proactive giving, and also diversifying the organization’s leadership
and its board. In 1988 after the board “interviewed a whole lot of people,” they hired
Handy Lindsey, who became the Field Foundation’s first Black president.
“We thought he was really smart, he was willing to take chances and we could have
honest conversations about the work. Handy was the guy who really put us on the road. I
don’t remember us doing anything particularly exciting until Handy came along. We kind of
followed the crowd and gave to the causes that everyone else did.”
Lindsey, Field’s president from 1988 to 2003, demurs at the characterization.
“The Field Foundation has always been important in the landscape of philanthropy in
Chicago. A better characterization is that it was not an initiator in its early days. They were
very closely linked to the Chicago Community Trust because of overlapping directorships
and trustees, so the Field Foundation’s early grant making piggybacked and mirrored the
grant making of the Chicago Community Trust.”
He continues: “It’s always been a small Foundation with a huge footprint. The Foundation
was always sort of punching above its weight and it continues to.”
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A NEW ERA

2000

• In 2004, Aurie Pennick was hired as the Foundation’s Executive Director
and continued the Foundation’s grantmaking in its six program areas.
• Foundation’s assets were $52 million at the time.
Aurie Pennick.
Philip Hummer,
Marshall Field V,
Tina Tchen in 2003

• Pennick expanded the Foundation’s internship and fellowship program.
• Created special initiatives for child safety and anti-gun violence.

While Field’s grants were never the biggest, what set the organization apart was its willingness
to take chances on funding organizations that no one else initially would. For example, Lindsey
said the Chinese American Service League received its very first grant from Field. CASL is now
the largest organization in the Midwest serving Asian Americans. The Historymakers, now a
nationally recognized African American archival institution, also received one of its first grants
from Field.
“The Foundation already had in its history the practice of risk taking, so my feeling was,
let’s commit strongly to that and start to do things that are less generally responsive and
take more initiative to seek out important and promising activity in the community that may
be nascent, and all it needs is a spotlight to be shone on it,” Lindsey says. “What our small
dollars achieved was shining the spotlight on these groups so that other people could see
them, and then other foundations eventually came in and provided support.”
In addition to becoming laser-focused in its external giving ethos, Field also experienced an
internal shift regarding the makeup of its leadership, welcoming its first board chairs who were
women and people of color. Following Lindsey’s retirement in 2003, the board hired Aurie
Pennick, the first Black woman to lead Field.
A native Chicagoan and civil rights attorney, Pennick says she was impressed with the legacy
of Founder Marshall Field III because

“he clearly had an understanding of the issues of race and injustice.
He understood how small amounts of money given at critical times
can make a difference in these very complicated issues.”
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THE FUTURE
IS NOW

2010

• 2016: Angelique Power is hired as the Foundation’s
President. Assets were nearly $60 million at the time.
• Power led a racial justice journey that included
anti-racism training for board and staff, heat maps,
understanding equity apart from diversity.

• Funding focus on Heat Map: Chicago’s South and West Sides
and organizations led by African, Latinx, Asian, Arab and
Native Americans (ALAANA).
• Leaders for a New Chicago Awards and Media & Storytelling
program established.

• Mission: Community Empowerment through Justice,
Art, Media & Storytelling and Leadership Investment.

Pennick was at the helm during the economic collapse of
2008, a time when she says grant requests doubled.

grantmaking.
“I was proud and honored to succeed Handy. But I also

“We didn’t have more staff or more money but there was

think it showed that the board was ready. Then to replace

greater demand. There was an upsurge of community

a Black woman with a Black woman—clearly qualified

violence. And Barack Obama was president at the time,

and ready to lead. It says a lot about this board that

so people tended to think Black people were much better

understands the moment and steps up,” Pennick says.

off in Chicago than they really were. It was a challenging
time,” Pennick recalls.

Says Lindsey of the history making appointments: “I was
the first person of color to lead the Field Foundation,

Despite any existential challenges, Field always

and then I was succeeded by two Black women, each

remained committed to Chicagoans themselves, as

of whom have taken things to a higher level. I’m just so

evidenced through the Field Foundation Fellowship. That

proud to be able to say that. To be succeeded by people

program, created as an internship during Lindsey’s tenure

who did an even better job than I did.”

in the late 1980s, and formalized during Pennick’s, has
produced more than 50 alums—many of whom are now,
themselves, philanthropy and nonprofit leaders.

In addition to ushering in an era where the Foundation
has seen three Black presidents, the board is a mix
of 20% family members, 80% people of color and

Pennick says the experience of being a fellow at the

80% women—radically unusual demographics to this

Chicago Community Trust provided the blueprint for the

day in foundations. Marshall V says he is proud of the

Field program.

organization’s first 80 years and strongly believes the

“Both Handy and I were Trust fellows so we both
understood how valuable that experience is. In many

Foundation’s focus on racial justice is just what his
grandfather would have wanted.

ways what we created at Field was an offshoot of what

Marshall Field III, the liberal and the gentleman, never

we did at the Trust,” Pennick recalls. “Because we were

wavered from the idealism of his democratic values and

smaller, we could look at this experience differently and

the importance of human beings looking out for

get people with a variety of skill sets that allowed them

each other.

to engage in the process of decision-making. They
had a voice. It was not just academically driven; it was
community centered. That’s why people were lining up to
be selected as Fellows.”

“Let us hope that society will become reasonably
understanding of live radical thinkers as well as
worshipful of those who are dead. Let us hope that
funds will always be available somehow, administered

Both Lindsey and Pennick recognize how unique Field

by people of breadth and imagination, which can be

is among philanthropies to have more than 30 years of

used to encourage and aid the innovators in the more

Black leadership, and are pleased with how well current

controversial fields, especially those involving problems

President Angelique Power has built upon their work

of the human relationships and characteristics of America

and while deepening the connection to racial justice

and the world community.”
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VOICES
FROM
THE
FIELD

REFLECTIONS OF THE
FIELD FELLOWS PROGRAM
The Field Foundation Fellowship is a coveted
placement, known for its rigor and hands-on field
experience. Since its creation more than 30 years
ago, the Fellowship has produced more than
50 alums, many of whom are, themselves, now
philanthropy and nonprofit leaders.
Each academic year, two graduate students
are selected for the Fellowship, a 10-month,
supervised field placement offering training with
program officers and Field leadership, and a deeper
understanding of philanthropy and community.
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GAINING EXPERIENCE WHILE
MAINTAINING CURIOSITY
“Part of what we hope to do with the Field Foundation Fellowship is to take what
(former presidents) Handy Lindsey started and Aurie Pennick formalized, and
grow it into a more robust opportunity that, at its core, combines philanthropic
experience with our need for organizational support but also maintains fidelity to
curiosity,” says Leadership Investment Program Officer Hilesh Patel, who oversees
the program. “Students come to essentially be trained as philanthropists but they
also more specifically learn the ins and outs of the Field Foundation.”
Patel says the Field Foundation’s specific process of engaging philanthropy—
particularly because of the funding shift implemented by President Angelique
Power four years ago—has made it unique in Chicago.

“Our goal is that while (the Fellows) provide a muchneeded lens and support to the program officers, they
would also walk away taking some of what Field does and
its very specific racial equity-centered work into whatever
profession they ultimately choose,” Patel says.
Field Fellow alums include: Bush Foundation President Jennifer Ford Reedy;
Shelley Davis, president and CEO of The Coleman Foundation; Kim Van Horn,
managing director of the Paul M. Angell Family Foundation; and Kandace
Thomas, executive director of First 8 Memphis, a child advocacy organization.
Thomas, a 2003 Fellow, said of her experience: “At the Field Foundation, I learned
how a philanthropic organization can strategically use its dollars to work to reverse
inequitable practices that have shaped our communities for generations. I learned
how to engage in a racial equity impact analysis, and how to have a relationship
with a supervisor who gave me space to grow and who held me accountable.
I have carried these values and practices I learned at Field in my work since.”
Here, we hear about the experiences of four Field Fellows of the last two years
about how the Field Fellowship impacted their lives and work.

12
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Jasmine Benjamin, PhD
What did your time at the Field Foundation teach you about Chicago?
Philanthropy?
I learned more in-depth the specific issues that communities of color face in
Chicago as a result of systemic racism. My fellowship provided me with a bird’s eye
view of how nonprofit organizations are mobilizing communities and addressing
their needs. One of the most important lessons I learned was how foundations have
a role in deciding which groups can participate in politics according to how they
allocate funding to grassroots organizations. Because foundations have this power
through grantmaking, it is important that they center racial justice in funding and
support organizations led by and for people of color. The Field Foundation’s use of a
racial trauma map and prioritization of organizations centered on ALAANA (African,
Latinx, Asian, Arab and Native American) groups gave me a strong foundation for
continuing this work in my own career in philanthropy.
How has it impacted your career?

FIELD FELLOW
2018–2019

I decided to go into philanthropy! Working as a Field Fellow gave me the tools and
critical analysis I needed to think strategically about grantmaking and the role that
foundations can have in expanding opportunities for marginalized communities to
participate in democracy by supporting grassroots organizations.
Do you have a distinct memory of your time here?
One of my distinct memories was my first site visit with Mark, the program officers,
and other fellows. I was so nervous! I was concerned that I wouldn’t frame
questions correctly and wanted to be considerate of my approach when engaging
with grantees. One of the pieces of advice he gave that I continue to follow was to
ask questions with the intention to understand. The goal is not to critique, but to
gain clarity on what grantees need. After applying that advice, I was less nervous
and focused on listening and asked questions when I needed clarification. I will also
always remember my check-in meetings with Angelique. Once I decided to pursue
a career in philanthropy, we scheduled regular meetings to discuss preparing for my
job search. She always had incredible advice about networking, assessing my skills,
and other aspects of my job search. I am so grateful for the training I received at
Field and that Angelique took time to meet with me to discuss my career. I hope to
do the same for others.
What do you carry with you today because of your time at Field?
I carry so many meaningful perspectives and approaches with me because of my
time at Field. Primarily, it showed me how to operationalize centering the most
vulnerable communities in one’s work and how that is an ongoing process that
requires adaptability and commitment. I am excited I get to continue working on
racial justice within philanthropy as a program associate at the Hyams Foundation
in Boston.
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Tommie Collins
What did your time at the Field Foundation teach you about Chicago?
Philanthropy?
My experience as a Field Fellow was a cheat sheet to understand the inner
workings of a foundation, the process of grantmaking, and, overall insight into
the incredible work unfolding across the Chicagoland area.
How has it impacted your career?
My experience as a Field Fellow confirmed there is much work to be done
within engagement, specifically social and civic. As the needs of people and
technology evolve, so will the approaches to philanthropy be required. As
a systems and service designer, it is paramount to not only fix the problem.
Instead, we must continually assess our processes and practices. We must

COMMUNICATIONS
FELLOW
2019–2020

ask these important questions—what are the long-term effects of this? Is this
sustainable? Where can we improve and become leaner?
Do you have a distinct memory of your time here?
My supervisor, Hilesh Patel, was a phenomenal sounding board. Our
conversations were always thought-provoking. He is passionate and dedicated
to the work. Tempestt, Angelica, and Lolly are also daring, well-versed, and
overall incredible human beings. These folks are the pillars of Field. I am grateful
for their expertise, their compassion, and their humanity. They bring so much
value to the work and philanthropy as a whole.
What do you carry with you today because of your time at Field?
Field taught me the importance of self-care—taking a moment to respond,
reset, and rebound. We cannot give our best effort when we are depleted and
feeling defeated. We must take the time to recharge and replenish ourselves.

14
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Tatiana Cortes
What did your time at the Field Foundation teach you
about Chicago? Philanthropy?
It exposed me to various organizations and leaders in Chicago who were
without a shortage of ideas of how to address the needs of their communities
in authentic and creative ways. It reaffirmed for me that community members
are experts of their own lived reality and experience. The Field Foundation
showed me that philanthropy’s job is to create space, listen and to be in the
influence business to amplify the work. The Field Foundation has taught me that
philanthropy has a responsibility to communities of color and that it is possible
to be critical and thoughtful about grant making to make it racial equity focused.
How has it impacted your career?
It opened doors and possibilities I never knew existed. The staff at the Field
Foundation has impacted me to think about the person I want to be in any role
that I find myself. A person that is committed to the mission of the organization.

FIELD FELLOW
2019–2020

A person who is critical and thoughtful. A person that is willing to make bold
decisions. A person who is always learning and being in relationship. Lastly a
person committed to racial equity in Chicago. The Field Foundation staff have
been and continue to be people I am in conversation with about decisions and
questions I have about my career.
Do you have a distinct memory of your time here?
In my second week, I was fooled into online fraud by someone pretending to be
a staff member. The details of the story are not so important. The important part
is how staff showed up and supported me; the care with which folks responded
was so incredibly telling of the compassionate, transparent, and equitable
culture of the Field Foundation. I knew early on that I was not only going to be
supported professionally, but also personally.
What do you carry with you today because of your time at Field?
What I carry with me today, and is a cornerstone of the Field Foundation, is
forming trusting relationships. I never underestimate the importance of living out
values authentically, leading with integrity and knowing how far humbleness and
kindness can go.
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Urooj Shakeel
What did your time at the Field Foundation teach you about Chicago?
Philanthropy?
My time at the Field Foundation taught me humility and patience in how I
approach philanthropy, specifically through a spiritual lens. Chicago opened my
eyes to systemic inequities and I came to know that the city has resilient people
who heartfully pour themselves into their work and are dedicated selflessly to
their communities. I had the opportunity to share stories from Chicago’s diverse
neighborhoods, places the general public so often overlooks. Stories of triumph,
hope, and community are waiting to be told from here and are the driving force
of philanthropy reimagined through the art of storytelling.
How has it impacted your career?
I adapted to a way of thinking that helped me embrace a new arts praxis that

COMMUNICATIONS
FELLOW
2018—2019

is centered on modes of being rather than doing. I learned that philanthropy
is a lifestyle with a set of values you encompass in all aspects of life. As the
Communications Fellow, I was entrusted with people’s stories and had great
responsibility to present them to the world with care. I approach my career with
the similar care and values I gained at the Field.
Do you have a distinct memory of your time here?
One of my best memories from my time at Field was when I assisted Marshall
Field V in downloading the Instagram app on his phone so he could follow the
Field Foundation page I created and keep up with the remarkable work Field
staff is doing. Social media platforms are the new wave of how people interact
and can play a key role in how foundations demystify philanthropy and remain
transparent with the communities they serve. It was pretty cool to share that
moment with Mr. Field!
What do you carry with you today because of your time at Field?
I carry the Field integrity knowing I represent it wherever I go. As a product of
its values, I constantly recheck my intentions and how I approach my work.
Most importantly, I carry the people who make the Field Foundation what it is. I
met some of the most brilliant, kind-hearted people doing remarkable things for
Chicago who have also become like family to me.
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ART P O R T F O L I O
TEMPESTT HAZEL
ART PROGRAM OFFICER

Over the past two years, the
Art portfolio has illustrated the
ways in which artists and cultural
production are used as tools for
racial equity and community
empowerment, efforts that
have been fueled in part by the
$2,077,000 in grant support
distributed between May 2018
and April 2020.

Chicago Torture Justice Memorials concept design by artists Patricia Nguyen and John Lee. Image courtesy of Chicago Torture Justice Memorials.

Informed by the needs and values as expressed by artists within Chicago’s most divested
communities, the portfolio focuses on a short list of themes including alternative and solidarity
economies, operations and infrastructure support, artists at the intersections of justice,
space-making and space-keeping, cultural community wealth-building, and all forms of
self determination, among others. While these themes have become the cornerstone of
the portfolio throughout the past three years, they all have found new relevance in light of
the crises of 2020. As demonstrated by the ongoing work of Chicago Torture Justice
Memorials, Definition Theatre Company and Open the Circle, Chicago artists and
cultural producers are paving new paths that have deep local impact while solidifying
Chicago’s place as a transformative force in national conversations around survivor-driven
justice, artist-led neighborhood development, and cultural preservation.
18
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working at the intersection of art and justice
Chicago Torture Justice
Memorials

the original organizers and members of Chicago

The Art portfolio includes a strong group of

her tireless work on this project.

Torture Justice Memorials, was also named one
of Field’s 2020 “Leaders for a New Chicago” for

collectives and organizations working at the
intersection of art and justice, but none quite
like the Chicago Torture Justice Memorials.
After years of leading workshops, teach-ins, film
screenings, exhibitions and roundtables to spread

“We have not come here talking
in your traditional manner
about justice.”

information about the history of torture by former
Chicago Police Commander Jon Burge and
members of the Chicago Police Department and
advocating for a reparations package for Burge
torture survivors, this collective of attorneys,
artists, educators, torture survivors, and activists
made history. In 2015, they successfully
championed the passage of a landmark Chicago
ordinance that acknowledged the damage to
torture survivors, their families, and communities
by providing an official apology. The ordinance
also offered financial compensation, a curriculum
about police torture taught in Chicago Public
Schools, free tuition at Chicago City Colleges for
survivors and their families, a community center
for therapeutic and support services, and the
creation of a public memorial.

Artist and Chicago Torture Justice Memorials member
Dorothy Burge. Photo by Samantha Cabrera Friend.

Dorothy was one of seven people invited to testify
at the Chicago City Council Finance Committee
hearing on the reparations ordinance, astutely
making the point that “We have not come here

What started as a series of art programs
designed to help the community heal from the
trauma of police violence transformed into a
multifaceted organizing effort that speaks to all
aspects of Field’s grantmaking vision by including
a strong policy position, passed legislation, efforts
to shift narratives starting in CPS classrooms,
and giving torture survivors the opportunity to
become leaders in determining how this history
lives in public memory. Dorothy Burge (no relation
to the aforementioned infamous commander), a
multimedia artist, community activist and one of

talking in your traditional manner about justice.
We are here talking about...the harm that was
done to our community. We’re talking about
who was involved in that harm and, now, what is
needed to begin the healing process so we can
be made whole.”
We are witnessing on a local level, through
Chicago Torture Justice Memorials, a powerful
demonstration of what reparations look like in
action, and a model for how policy can intersect
with community healing.
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Definition Theatre Company production “An Octoroon” by Branden Jacobs-Jenkins. Photo by Joe Mazza/Brave Lux.

Definition Theatre Company

Definition Theatre Company has produced a roster of

Holding and owning space is another pillar in the Arts
portfolio. The need for fully functioning brick-andmortar spaces dedicated to creative production on the
South and West Sides is well-documented and comes
up often in discussions about the performing arts
and cultural landscape of Chicago. Definition Theatre
Company is disrupting and shifting this narrative as it
continues with plans to break ground on a new space in
Woodlawn. Definition Theatre Company is a refreshing
example and redefinition of artist-led community
development that does much more than just offer a
place to incubate and present local and national theater
that tells stories by and for Black communities. Led
by Neel McNeill and Tyrone Phillips, a duo of rising,
pioneering theatremakers, Definition Theatre Company
is setting a strong tone for what community-rooted but
nationally connected theater can look like, and how to
design a space that’s equally dedicated to storytelling
and community service.

20
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productions written by rising, established, and legendary
names in the field, including Mercedes White, Academy
Award-winner Tarell Alvin McCraney, Sam Kebede, and
Branden Jacobs-Jenkins, as well as works inspired by
legendary writers and playwrights like Amiri Baraka,
Lorraine Hansberry, and others in the canons of Black
theatre. Definition Theatre Company is also envisioning
what a space like this could mean to the South Side
and Chicago’s Black communities. They are considering
the many non-art but creative uses that the space can
have as an integral part of its development and design,
such as opening up the space for community meetings,
gatherings, and other needs. Additionally, it is also
bridging connections with a network of other Chicago
theatres like Steppenwolf, Goodman, and the Green
Line Performing Arts Center, and building a mighty team
of advocates, investors, and board members, including
artists Cheryl Lynn Bruce, Kerry James Marshall, and
Phylicia Rashad.
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Open the Circle

storytelling narrative. When it comes to cultural

Supporting community-grown art forms also requires
the support of work that seeks to ensure that those
communities are the primary beneficiaries of its success
as it is exported across the nation and globe. This is
why Open the Circle’s mission is to document, preserve,
and channel financial resources into Chicago’s distinct
cultural traditions, starting with African American dance
and music—specifically footworking. Its goal is to keep
intact the legacy of relatively young and emerging art
forms, like footworking, with a three-part strategic
approach. This includes developing productions from

preservation, Open the Circle offers a unique and holistic
model for how collective history-keeping and historymaking looks, and how to keep Chicago’s prolific,
homegrown styles and practices locally tethered, even
as Open the Circle gains popularity across the world. It
is also one of a handful of Field-supported organizations
whose mission and vision is dynamic enough to move
between the Art and Media & Storytelling portfolios as
it works to propel Chicago artforms forward while using
documentary film to maintain community control over
the narrative before, rather than after, it needs shifting.

top practitioners through residencies and performances,

The past two years have seen constant reaffirmations of

creating and distributing documentary films and film

Field’s new grantmaking direction and the pillars of the

shorts, tracking its history, and creating workshops and

portfolio through the work of organizations like Chicago

intensives for emerging and future artists who will carry

Torture Justice Memorials, Definition Theatre Company,

the torch.

and Open the Circle, as well as the over seventy-seven

Open the Circle also tells inclusive stories, including
those of women and queer artists, and other important
players who are often excluded from the dominant

other organizations whose work continues to teach
us how to listen deeply to and evolve alongside and in
partnership with the communities Field serves.

a unique and holistic model for how history-keeping and history-making looks

A Dance Down with Open the Circle and organizational partners Bringing Out Talent Dance Company (BOT). Photo by Wills Glasspiegel.
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JUSTICE P O R T F O L I O
ANGELICA CHAVEZ
JUSTICE PROGRAM OFFICER

“Nothing about us without us.”

Housing organizer speaking at Daley Plaza housing justice rally. Photo courtesy of Pilsen Alliance and Lift the Ban Coalition.
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build the capacity of orgs working in advocacy, justice and systems change

As a grant maker, I am often communicating to potential grantee organizations about
one of the Justice portfolio’s goals, which is to build the capacity of organizations
working in advocacy, justice and systems change so that they can increase the visibility
of and impact critical issues and their root causes.
More than three years into Field’s new grantmaking strategy to fund systemic issues
affecting communities of color in Field’s heat map, in nearby suburbs, and citywide,
we’ve asked ourselves and our grantee partners: What are the most pressing issues
and how can we guide our funding to address them? What does funding Justice
look like? The range of issues is wide and includes organizations working to facilitate
access to safe and affordable housing, eradicating unsafe labor conditions and worker
exploitation, tackling environmental racism on the South and West Sides of Chicago,
and highlighting health care disparities. We also continue to fund organizations invested
in securing urgent protections for immigrants against the backdrop of anti-immigrant
federal policies.
Also, the ongoing issue of over policing and police brutality in communities of color have
led to calls for defunding the police. In Chicago, policing accounts for 40 percent of the
city’s budget and organizers are calling to divest from this system and reinvest in public
and human services. What does that mean exactly and how does that relate to the ethos
of the Field Foundation? Defunding the police is a call for reinvestment into communities.
Defunding the police means reinvesting fully in the growth of heat map communities.
The Justice portfolio has focused its giving in the areas of affordable housing,
immigration, criminal justice and community organizing. We’ve invested more than
$2.5 million to organizations analyzing these critical issues, and we have supported
community-based organizations in the hope that it provides them full agency to design
new systems and policies reflecting local needs and values that will foster thriving
communities.
What have we learned during the last biennium?
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Housing is a Human Right

a result of advocacy and organizing, are strengthening

Activists have continued to highlight affordable housing
disparities, and are bringing urgent solutions to the
table. For example, the Community Benefits Agreement
(CBA) Coalition has organized to ensure that the Obama
Presidential Center in Woodlawn would not displace
residents. After more than five years of campaigning, the
Coalition reached an agreement on the CBA Housing
Ordinance to stop displacement around the Center, and
it is on its way to passage by the Chicago City Council.
Read the full statement on the victory by the CBA
Coalition here. This is just one example of the powerful

their own “sanctuary city” policies that welcome and
protect immigrants, and push back against deportations
and other anti-immigrant policies. Organizations
including Organized Communities Against Deportations,
Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights, Asian
Americans Advancing Justice Chicago are just a few of
Field’s grantee partners working together to advocate
for comprehensive immigration reform through the
Campaign for a Welcoming Illinois.

Criminal Justice Reform

outcome of persistent organizing for, by and about

Chicago Community Bond Fund continues to show

Black Chicagoans that will help prevent the onslaught

the importance of sustained funding for organizing,

of displacement many long-time residents feared. With

capacity building, and policy reform. After many years

housing as a focal point of the portfolio, we support

of Field supporting the Bond Fund, the organization

the Lift the Ban Coalition and lead organizers, including

has been able to elevate and amplify its advocacy

Kenwood-Oakland Community Organization, Lugenia

to help enact policy in the state legislature around

Burns Hope Center, Northside Action for Justice, Pilsen

ending cash bond and eliminating pretrial detention,

Alliance, ONE Northside.

which disproportionately impacts Black and Brown
communities. Similarly, grantee partner Chicago

Immigration Justice and Reform
Field has funded nearly $400,000 toward immigration
justice and reform, supporting organizations and
activists working to protect immigrants against antiimmigration federal policies. Many cities and counties as

Torture Justice Center is in the early stages of
launching an organizing campaign to address police
violence. These two organizations, both leaders in the
justice reform landscape, are models for Field to learn
about how early and sustained funding can manifest in
substantive policy changes.

Celebration for torture survivors of Chicago Police Commander Jon Burge, organized by Chicago Torture Justice Memorials.
Photo courtesy of Love & Struggle Photos.
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(top) Club de Reporteros
youth mentorship program
where students write
positive stories about the
Little Village community,
led by Enlace Chicago.
Photo courtesy of Solange
Pina-Lorca
(bottom) Census Fun
Day led by Resident
Association of Greater
Englewood (RAGE). Photo
courtesy of RAGE.

Community Organizing

happening across Chicago—from Enlace in Little
Village fighting for uninsured individuals to gain access

Organizing is grounded in real engagement of
people and the development of volunteer leaders.
One of the portfolio’s goals is to continue to support
organizers’ salaries and we’ve seen a real need for
organizations to sustain organizers’ pay, and increase
capacity and infrastructure building. In supporting

to health care, to Resident Association of Greater
Englewood organizing community members around
community-driven investment and development in
Englewood—is asking us to understand that what we
choose to invest in reflects our values.

community organizing, we recognize the importance

What we feed will grow, what we neglect will starve:

of building organizational capacity; while volunteer

Nothing about us, without us.

leaders are critical, organizations led by paid staff
must be supported and allowed to grow. Therefore,
we’re paying attention to how general operating
support gives organizations the flexibility to put
money where it is needed for staffing, meeting costs
and citywide coalition support in order to truly make
transformational change.
Three years into Field’s grantmaking model, our
learning is constant, but we know that communities
are the experts on the issues and designers of the
solutions. Our grantees continue to peel back the
layers of inequities to identify root causes. Across
the heat map we are seeing real, collective power,
in multiracial and multiethnic coalitions changing
systems that impact all communities.
Organizations are lifting voices of those most
impacted by unjust systems to yield a voice for
change. Our work is helping to lift ALAANA heat map
voices to create more equitable systems. The work
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LEADERSHIP INVESTMENT
PORTFOLIO
HILESH PATEL
LEADERSHIP INVESTMENT PROGRAM OFFICER

“Defining leadership is like catching lightning in a bottle.”

The inaugural 2019 Leaders for a New Chicago cohort. (Seated L-R): Tonika Lewis Johnson, Luis Gutierrez, Carlos Tortolero. (Standing L-R):
Page May, Viveka Ray-Mazumder, Darryl Holliday, Analia Rodriguez, Heather Miller, Emmanuel Pratt, Monica Cosby, Imelda Salazar, Aymar
Jean Christian, Sarah Ross (Not pictured: Gibran Villalobos). Photo by Ally Almore.

As Leadership Investment Program Officer at Field Foundation, I am quite often asked to
speak about, comment on, even more precariously, define leadership. I can tell you that
after almost two years overseeing the Leaders for a New Chicago Award, I can talk about
leadership, but I cannot define it. As Field Foundation President Angelique Power coyly tells
me, and as I have been known to keep repeating, “defining leadership is like catching lightning
in a bottle.”
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Leadership defies traditional narrative

Leadership isn’t just the thread connecting our program areas—Justice, Art, Media &
Storytelling—it defies traditional narrative. While the Foundation’s work in Leadership
is the connecting thread, the Leadership Investment portfolio itself is growing, evolving
and responsive. When Field started the new model of grantmaking almost four years
ago, Justice and Art became the torchbearers of how this work was going to move
forward. This set the stage for Media & Storytelling and Leadership Investment to join the
grantmaking portfolio. Now we get to formally ask: who are the leaders in these program
areas, how can our work be informed by their work, and ultimately how they are defining
leadership?
Our Leadership Investment portfolio does not try to define leadership, rather it supports
ways to improve the career and community leadership trajectory of leaders, raises their
profiles and that of their respective organizations, and strengthens their connections with
each other across communities.

Lifting and Supporting
The Field Foundation’s Leadership Investment portfolio contains three key initiatives:
Field Fellows, graduate students we train as program officers over 10 months; Leaders
for a New Chicago, now approaching its third year, representing Field’s foray into
individual awards for visionary leaders at all levels across Chicago; and, Field Leaders,
where we underwrite costs for nonprofit leaders to engage in leadership advancement
programs in Chicago. ALL our leadership initiatives focus on lifting and supporting
emerging or established Chicago leaders and connecting them to myriad resources—
especially in Field heatmap communities. We recognize the need for resources and
opportunities where leaders can walk into spaces that challenge them to think about
who they are as professionals and civic actors.
In 2019 we recognized 14 visionary leaders across Justice, Art and Media & Storytelling,
for the inaugural Leaders for a New Chicago, facilitating $700,000 to the leaders and
their organizations. This unique award, created and presented in partnership with
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, provides a no-strings-attached
$25,000 award to individual leaders, and another $25,000 to their organizations. In
the public decision-making rubric we use to guide these decisions, we clearly state:
leadership is not about hierarchical positions; it’s about the impact a voice can have
on Chicago. We aren’t “finding” these leaders—they’re already leaders. Field is just
providing capital and amplifying their megaphone to continue to shape the city that we
all want to see in the future.
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Reimagining and Affirming What a Leader Looks Like
Through these awards we are reimagining and affirming what a leader looks like—and it
looks like Chicago: women, men and gender nonconforming—LGBTQ and African, Latinx,
Asian, Arab and Native American (ALAANA) leaders of different ages and experiences
contributing to our city’s unique history. Some are executive directors, some are cofounders, some are organizers, and some are part of collective or shared leadership models.
One of the inaugural awardees, American Indian Center Executive Director Heather
Miller, recently stated the general operating grant allowed them to push initiatives forward
in needed ways, and most importantly feel trusted by Field to do the work. The general
operating matching grant gave AIC a much-needed push to the next threshold. “This is
the type of money that really helps us be stable and maintain our self-sufficiency as an
organization, so for that, I was super excited,” Miller said.
As for the discretionary $25,000, she split it with staff as a one-time bonus to honor the
team effort. “I’m hoping that this award is just more of a humongous wave of recognition to
highlight the Native American experience and to bring awareness to the amazing and thriving
community that we have here in Chicago,” Miller said.

In Their Own Words
Some updates from other Leaders from the inaugural cohort:
Tonika Johnson is turning her Folded Map Project into a book, working on a Folded Map
curriculum for schools, and will publish an activity kit. She said of the award: “It allowed me
to take a leap and be a full-time artist. I could expand the reach of my project, which uses
art to amplify issues that are important for our city to address, especially the issue of racial
segregation.”
Viveka Ray-Mazumder, manager of youth organizing, Asian Americans Advancing
Justice, is headed to law school. “I can now plan for my future in a way that wasn’t
possible before because I was wrapped up in the urgency of doing the work,” says Viveka.
“I’m now on a path to directly engage the people involved in policy work, people who write
the rules that matter.”
Luis Gutierrez, founder and CEO of Latinos Progresando, also said the award enabled
him to invest in his own future: “One of the stressful things in this work is that you’re giving
your life to building a better community and a better city but not getting paid where we can
live the life that we want others to live. I’ve never seen anything like this. The recognition for
nonprofit leaders who are often overlooked by larger awards is humbling and inspiring.”
Leadership is the umbrella over all our program areas at the Field Foundation, and the
story each cohort tells isn’t just about celebrating leadership in Chicago, but continuing to
redefine it.
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“I could expand the reach of my project...”
(top) Tonika Lewis Johnson’s Folded
Map Project. North Side resident
Wade is sitting with Nanette on her
South Side porch in Englewood.
Photo courtesy of Tonika Lewis
Johnson.
(below) Grantee organizations
engaging in direct action and serving
their communities year-round.
Photos courtesy of Asian Americans
Advancing Justice, Latinos
Progresando and American Indian
Center of Chicago.

“I’m now on a path to directly engage the people involved in policy work...”

“The recognition for
nonprofit leaders
who are often
overlooked by larger
awards is humbling
and inspiring.”

“...bring awareness to the amazing
and thriving community that we
have here in Chicago.”
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MEDIA & STORY TELLING
PORTFOLIO
LOLLY BOWEAN
MEDIA & STORYTELLING PROGRAM OFFICER

An unprecedented historical moment demands nimble and innovative storytellers
to document the gravity of the occasion...

Still from Facebook Live stream by Nene Pollion following a police shooting. Photo courtesy of Block Club Chicago.
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We should all have the luxury of telling our stories

A Nimble Response
As protestors marched through the streets of Chicago,

An unprecedented historical moment demands nimble

demanding accountability, a more equitable distribution

and innovative storytellers to document the gravity of the

of city resources and ultimately justice for George Floyd,

occasion, give it context and ensure that no story is lost.

Breonna Taylor and the many lives lost to police force, a
newly hired reporter from The Triibe was in the streets
with them.

The Field Foundation’s support enabled The Triibe to
provide training workshops and teach social media
engagement techniques to its collective of freelancers

As the number of marchers swelled to nearly 4,000

and contributors. Field’s unique Media & Storytelling

people, Matt Harvey began live tweeting the protest,

program allows grants to for-profit organizations like

sharing videos of activists chanting, carrying their signs,

The Triibe for educational and charitable purposes. That

but most importantly their face-to-face encounters with

caveat essentially allows Black and Latinx owned media

Chicago police.

to compete for funding and support when they have

“It was interesting being there (to) witness,” said Harvey,

normally been ineligible.

who was only into his second day into his new role at

When explaining the need for new narratives from

The Triibe. “It was crazy to see honestly … it was a lot

storytellers of color, the writer and public intellectual Ta-

going on for the rest of the night. I ended up in the thick

Nehisi Coates said, “We should all have the luxury of

of that.”

telling our stories, all our stories. They are legion, and

In addition to his live reporting on the most intense

they are varied.”

moments of the protests using social media, Harvey

Between May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020, the Field

penned a prolific story about the ways the modern

Foundation officially launched and firmly established the

resistance movement incorporated moments of joy. In

Media & Storytelling portfolio. With the generous support

doing so, he provided balanced and thoughtful reporting

of the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

that challenged the dominant narrative which only

and the Democracy Fund, Field has provided funding

focused on the number of arrests, injuries and cost of

to 44 organizations and has distributed more than $1.5

property damage.

million to a diverse collective of applicants, all of whose
work centers on community reporting and storytelling.
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The Field Foundation’s support to for-profit agencies is historic and precedent-setting.
This powerful step allowed Black and Latinx-owned legacy media to become a part of
our strategy to invest in organizations that have long done the work of serving overlooked
communities but struggled for financial support.
From the launch of this new portfolio, Field has made clear both in published materials and
in meetings and conversations that we prioritize funding organizations with a significant
number of African, Latinx, Asian, Arab, Native American (ALAANA) presence on its staff and
board. We have targeted resources to groups either located in or doing work in our heat
map areas— which are primarily on the South and West Sides of the city and have high
concentrations of lower-income, people of color living in neighborhoods that have been long
neglected by multiple sectors.

Continued Investment in Equity
The portfolio has been shaped by feedback and information received directly from the
communities Field aims to serve.
In the days after the first uprisings this summer, a number of mainstream media institutions
experienced public reckonings for traditions that centered white voices and stories that
showed a disconnect to communities of color. In response to the Black Lives Matter protests,
a growing number of residents declared themselves anti-racist and large news organizations
and storytelling industries followed, by releasing statements pledging a new devotion to
equity and inclusion.
Through its progressive grantees, Field Foundation demonstrated its continued investment
in equity and its devotion to dismantling systems of white supremacy and oppression within
Media & Storytelling.
For example, when Field provided funding to Block Club Chicago, it was specifically
to empower them to hire an ALAANA editor with decision-making power. The move was
applauded because it landed the digital news site its first, full-time African American editor
with decision making power. That means that the story assignments, their placement on the
website and sourcing will be vetted by a voice that reflects a community too often shut out of
mainstream media.
Field continues to address the grant funding gap, by channeling the majority of support
to ALAANA media organizations that have shown a firm commitment to under-resourced
neighborhoods. More than sixty percent of the grantees are steeped in neighborhoods that
are covered by the residue of longtime disinvestment.
We are investing in smaller, people of color-led organizations that are too often overlooked
when it comes to national recognition but serve a vital role in their communities and in
Chicago’s media ecosystem. The organizations are trusted messengers that provide critical
information and perspectives that affect their audiences’ daily lives.
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Chicago in the time of COVID-19. Photo by Alex Garcia, Three Story Media.

The development of this portfolio came at a time when nearly all media outlets were
struggling with a sharp decline in advertising revenue. But then, with the global pandemic
COVID-19, many media and storytelling outlets were hit even harder – some with a complete
elimination of advertising and the sudden cancellation of money-making public events.
Small media outlets and storytelling organizations proved their resilience, in part, because
many of them were long accustomed to doing more with less.
These smaller outlets also demonstrated their value to the communities they serve – they not
only document and report stories, they have become the shoulder residents lean on to learn
where they can go to vote, who to call to advocate for police reform or even where to go to
be tested for COVID-19.
Our goal remains entrenched in supporting organizations and initiatives that elevate
underrepresented narratives, amplify cultural assets and voices, as well as disrupt a news
ecosystem that regards heat map communities and ALAANA residents as targets, rather
than partners.
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GRANTEE A W A R D S
FISCAL YEAR 2019
Grantee
3Arts, Inc.

Amount
Awarded

3AP: Fueling Chicago's Artists of Color

$25,000

Building Disability Leadership for a More Inclusive, Equitable Future

$25,000

Filipino/a/x Community Organizing

$20,000

Empowered Together, Displacement Never

$30,000

Art is Life, Art is Us

$30,000

Youth Committee to Protect People’s Rights (Youth CPPR)

$40,000

Operating support for new and reimagined programs

$30,000

State Language Access Alliance

$30,000

General operating support

$40,000

Organizational sustainability

$35,000

Seed Funding for the Economic Independence of Refugee and LowIncome Immigrant Women

$35,000

General operating support

$30,000

General operating support for an immigrant-led worker center on the
southeast side of Chicago

$25,000

Fair Housing Policy & Advocacy Initiative

$30,000

Capacity Building at Chicago Art Department

$25,000

Willie's Warriors

$25,000

The Power-Shift Project

$25,000

Chicago Human Rhythm Project

2019 Stomping Grounds and American Rhythm Center

$25,000

Chicago Latino Theater Alliance

General operating support

$35,000

Capital support for the Pullman Artspace Lofts, a mixed-use affordable
artist housing development

$50,000

Chicago Park District
Fiscal Sponsor: Chicago Parks Foundation

TRACE 10th Anniversary Programming Expansion

$35,000

Chicago Torture Justice Center
Fiscal Sponsor: Public Health Institute of
Metropolitan Chicago

Chicago Torture Justice Center Speakers Bureau

$25,000

CUE Equity Fellowship

$25,000

IMPACT Leadership Development Program

$25,000

General operating for Circles & Ciphers: hip-hop infused restorative justice
organization

$35,000

ORIGIN Youth Leadership Program

$25,000

Collaboration Neighborhood Theatre

$30,000

Restoring Opportunities and Justice Reform -People's Liberty Program

$15,000

Voices of Youth in Chicago Education and the Survivors Alliance for
Healing and Justice

$36,000

ADA 25 Advancing Leadership
Alliance of Filipinos for Immigrant Rights and
Empowerment
Alliance of the SouthEast (ASE)
American Indian Center of Chicago
Arab American Action Network
Arts Alliance Illinois
Asian Americans Advancing Justice — Chicago
Assata's Daughters

Fiscal Sponsor: Illinois Justice Foundation
Black Ensemble Theater
Blue Tin Production Cooperative

Fiscal Sponsor: Sirat Chicago
Cabrini Green Legal Aid
Centro de Trabajadores Unidos: Immigrant
Workers' Project
Chicago Area Fair Housing Alliance
Chicago Art Department
Chicago Foundation for Women
Chicago Housing Initiative
Fiscal Sponsor: Metropolitan Tenants
Organization

CHICAGO NEIGHBORHOOD INITIATIVES

Chicago United for Equity
Fiscal Sponsor: Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for
Civil Rights
Chicago Urban League
Circles & Ciphers
Fiscal Sponsor: United Church of Rogers Park
United Methodist Church
Coalition for a Better Chinese American
Community
Collaboraction Theatre Company
The Community Renewal Society - The Chicago
Reporter
Communities United
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Creative Chicago Reuse Exchange

CCRx - From Pop-Up to Permanence

$25,000

Enlace Chicago

Enlace Chicago’s Organizing and Advocacy Model

$30,000

Enrich Chicago

General operating support for Enrich Chicago Scaling

$25,000

Faithful Citizens Worshops: Mobilizing the Faith Community to Advocate
for Environmental Justice

$20,000

Know Your Rights multimedia campaign

$25,000

Faith in Place
First Defense Legal Aid
Floating Museum

Cultural Transit Assembly

$30,000

Forefront

Advancing Racial Equity and the Mission Sustainability Initiative

$25,000

Forefront

Achieving Racial Equity, Mission Sustainability, Democracy Initiative and
Membership

$50,000

Family X Arts X LIT Campaign

$33,000

General operating support and renewal of project support for 50th
Anniversary Celebration

$30,000

Free Write arts workshops and alumni program support

$35,000

Free Lunch Academy
Free Street Theater
Free Write Arts & Literacy
HANA Center
Inner-City Muslim Action Network
Kenwood Oakland Community Organization
Latin United Community Housing Association
Latino Policy Forum
Latino Union of Chicago
Latinos Progresando

Citizenship for All

$35,000

Beloved Community Ceramic Studio

$35,000

Housing Justice for All

$40,000

LUCHA Law Project

$20,000

Public Housing Equity

$25,000

Immigration Organizing Program

$25,000

Marshall Square Resource Network

$25,000

Funding for named fellowship: Field Leader Fellowship

$25,000

Clean Air Mom’s diesel campaign

$25,000

General operating funds to sustain projects and extend programming

$25,000

The Fierce Ladies Project - Demanding an Equal Chance in Life

$25,000

Navy Pier Ongoing ALAANA Partnerships

$25,000

Neighborhood Stabilization Plan

$35,000

Belmont Cragin Community United

$25,000

OTC's Footwork Vision 2018-2019

$30,000

Affordable Housing Organizing Project

$25,000

OTV Residency & Head of Community and Exhibition

$35,000

Citizen / Outsider

$20,000

ProPublica

ProPublica Illinois

$25,000

Redevelopment Management Resources, Inc.

Austin Art Council

$15,000

Voice of Englewood Youth-Led Music Program at Crushers Club

$35,000

Leadership Greater Chicago
Little Village Environmental Justice Organization
Mandala South Asian Performing Arts
Metropolitan Chicago Breast Cancer Task Force
Navy Pier
The Neighborhood Network Alliance
Fiscal Sponsor: South Shore Chamber Inc.
Northwest Side Housing Center
Open the Circle

Fiscal Sponsor: Fractured Atlas
Organizing Neighborhoods for Equality: Northside
OTV | Open Television
Prison + Neighborhood Arts Project
Northeastern Illinois University Foundation

Restoring the Path
Roger Baldwin Foundation of ACLU, Inc.

Police Practices Project of ACLU Illinois

$25,000

Role Model Movement Inc. NFP

Community Block Club Signs

$30,000

Rome in a Day
Fiscal Sponsor: Black United Fund of Illinois, Inc.

Deeply Curious Dinner Series

$18,000

Silk Road Rising

General operating support

$30,000

The Simple Good

Increasing Accessibility of Therapeutic Arts Programming in Low Income
Chicago

$15,000

Sister Survivor Network
Fiscal Sponsor: The Decarceration Collective

SSN's "For Colored Girls Who Attempt Murder / When the Police Report
Isn't Enuf"

$25,000

The Black Lesbian Writers Room - American Pride

$35,000

Sisters in Cinema
Fiscal Sponsor: Walking Iris Media
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Southside Together Organizing for Power
Fiscal Sponsor: Alliance for Global Justice

Housing Justice Program

$40,000

Southsiders Organized for Unity and Liberation
(SOUL)

General operating support

$30,000

Capacity Building

$35,000

SWF Regenerative Neighborhood Development

$50,000

TAG Foundations, Inc.

Even With Restrictions Museum Exhibit

$35,000

True Star Foundation

True Star 2.0 - The Remix

$35,000

Grassroots Alliance for Police Accountability

$50,000

Civic Leadership Academy, Field Foundation Fellow

$25,000

Art on the Farm - Cultivating Healing Spaces

$15,000

Capacity Building and Project Funding

$30,000

General operating support

$25,000

Black Workers Matter

$25,000

Stillwell Institute for Contemporary Black Art
Fiscal Sponsor: JTDC Foundation
Sweet Water Foundation

United Congress of Community and Religious
Organizations
Fiscal Sponsor: Inner-city Muslim Action
Network
University of Chicago - Office of Civic
Engagement
Urban Growers Collective
Fiscal Sponsor: Green Era Educational NFP
UrbanTheater Company
West Point School of Music
Westside Health Authority

FISCAL YEAR 2019 TOTAL: $2,382,000
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GRANTS FISCAL YEAR 2019
Organization Name
Access Living of Metropolitan Chicago
Arts Work Fund For Organizational Development (donor
advised fund of Chicago Community Foundation
Asian Improv aRts Midwest
Audience Architects dba See Chicago Dance
Bridge to Freedom
Center for Cultural Innovation
Chasing23 Youth Empowerment Group
Chicago Community Trust
Chicago South Side Film Festival
Christianaire
Civic Consulting Alliance
Crossroads Fund
Embarc
Future Leaders of Chicago (floChicago)
Inner-City Computer Stars Foundation (i.c.stars)

Project Name

Amount Awarded

Table sponsorship for 2019 "Lead On!" Annual Gala

$5,000

Co-created strategy to support racially- and culturallyspecific small arts organizations

$10,000

Emergency funding for Taiko Legacy 15 and Reduction 6

$10,000

Support for See Chicago Dance

$2,500

Reentry Housing

$10,000

Center for Cultural Innovation’s national initiative,
AmbitioUS

$25,000

South Side Prints

$10,000

Partnership for Safe & Peaceful Communities Fund

$25,000

2018 Chicago South Side Film Festival

$5,000

Laquan McDonald Contingency Planning 2018

$10,000

Building Capacity to Live by and Model Guiding Principles
of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)

$5,000

Cultivate: Women of Color Leadership

$10,000

Embarc Growth

$10,000

General operating support, FY 2018-2019

$10,000

Digitally powering equitable access to opportunity

$5,000

Bronzeville Nia Project

$10,000

Supporting Community-Based Artists Using Emerging
Technologies

$3,000

Leadership Greater Chicago

Bronze Sponsor of 2019 Celebrate Leaders Dinner

$5,000

League of Chicago Theatres

Anti Racism Training for Theatre Professionals

$10,000

Get Cleared The Narratives Movement

$15,000

Emergency operational support

$10,000

Democratizing Development Program

$5,000

MAUD MARTHA OUT LOUD

$4,000

Race, Equity and Leadership Training Proposal

$10,000

Strategic Planning

$10,000

Kenwood Oakland Community Organization
Latino Policy Forum

The Monroe Foundation
Open Communities
Neighborhood Funders Group
Project Wise Woman
Fiscal Sponsor: Blacks in Green
South Suburban Mayors & Managers Association
United Congress of Community and Religious Organizations
Fiscal Sponsor: Innercity Muslim Action Network

FISCAL YEAR SPECIAL CONSIDERATION 2019 TOTAL: $234,500
ALL GRANTS FOR 2019: $2,616,500

Not including matching gifts and general operating awards for the Leaders for a new Chicago program.
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GRANTEE A W A R D S
FISCAL YEAR 2020

Program

Amount
Awarded

3AP: Fueling Chicago's Artists of Color

$25,000

Building Disability Leadership for a More Inclusive, Equitable Future

$25,000

General operations support for planning, programming, capacity
building

$40,000

In Circles: a Not-Just-Talk show

$20,000

Alliance of the SouthEast (ASE)

Empowered Together, Displacement Never

$50,000

Arab American Action Network

Youth Campaign to End Racial Profiling

$40,000

General operating support

$30,000

State Language Access Alliance

$30,000

General operating support

$40,000

Community Conversations and Visioning for Racial Equity

$25,000

Editorial Diversity Growth

$50,000

Reimagining immigration journalism

$40,000

Be Brave Arts & Culture Program

$18,000

Grantee
3Arts, Inc.
ADA 25 Advancing Leadership
Africa International House USA, Inc.
AirGo
Fiscal Sponsor: Allied Media Projects

Arts Alliance Illinois
Asian Americans Advancing Justice -- Chicago
Assata's Daughters
Fiscal Sponsor: Alliance for Global Justice
Blackroots Alliance
Fiscal Sponsor: March 13 Fund
Block Club Chicago
Borderless Magazine NFP
Fiscal Sponsor: The Experimental Station
Brave Space Alliance
Fiscal Sponsor: Center on Halsted
Brighton Park Neighborhood Council

BPNC’s Health Equity Campaign

$30,000

Centro de Trabajadores Unidos: Immigrant Workers'
Project

General operating support for an immigrant-led worker center on the
southeast side of Chicago

$25,000

Changing Worlds

Developing a New Funding Source: Corporate Diversity, Inclusion and
Engagement Program Development

$35,000

Chicago Community Bond Fund

Building the Movement to End Money Bond

$30,000

Chicago Community Foundation

IFC request for Field Foundation's participation

$25,000

HAYDEN & HER FAMILY finishing grant

$18,000

Growing Black and Brown Food Justice Allies

$35,000

Willie’s Warriors

$25,000

Chicago Reader L3C

Social Justice Fellowship

$50,000

Chicago Sinfonietta

Chicago Sinfonietta: Residents Orchestrate Project

$25,000

Creating the Chicago Police Torture Justice Memorial

$35,000

2020 Equity Fellowship Funding

$50,000

Tchao Films
Fiscal Sponsor: Chicago Filmmakers
Chicago Food Policy Action Council
Chicago Foundation for Women

Chicago Torture Justice Memorials
Fiscal Sponsor: March 13 Fund
Chicago United for Equity
Fiscal Sponsor: Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil
Rights
Chicago Urban League

IMPACT Leadership Development Program

$25,000

Cicero Independiente
Fiscal Sponsor: City Bureau NFP

Cicero Independiente Funding

$25,000

City Vanguard
Fiscal Sponsor: Fractured Atlas

City Vanguard Documentary Catalog Project

$24,000

Collaboraction Theatre Company

Collaboraction One City Strategy

$35,000

Congo Square Theatre Company

General operating & organizational transition support

$13,000

Deeply Rooted 2019 Professional Dance Education and Performance
Project

$20,000

Deeply Rooted Dance Theater
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Diasporal Rhythms
DVIDEO 79 Productions
Equity And Transformation (EAT)
Fiscal Sponsor: Men and Women in Prison Ministries
Erikson Institute
First Defense Legal Aid
For the People Artists Collective
Fiscal Sponsor: Uptown People’s Law Center
Forgiving Cain
Fiscal Sponsor: Filmmakers Collaborative
Free Street Theater
Free Write Arts & Literacy
Full Spectrum Features
Garfield Park Community Council
Girls Like Me Project
Fiscal Sponsor: Alliance of Local Service Organizations
Grow Greater Englewood
HANA Center
Hartman Publishing, Ltd.
Healing to Action, NFP
Heaven Gallery
Housing Action Illinois
Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights
Inner-City Muslim Action Network

Implementation of an Action Plan Giving Immediate Effect to Mr.
McCoy’s Donative Intent.

$15,000

The Production Crew documentary

$38,000

Equity And Transformation (EAT) Proposal

$25,000

Erikson Institute's Barbara Bowman Leadership Fellows Program

$25,000

Know Your Rights multimedia campaign

$25,000

For the People Artists Hub

$15,000

Forgiving Cain Documentary Film Short Supplement

$15,000

General Operating Expenses for our 50th Season

$35,000

Free Write Arts & Literacy Programming and Capacity Building
Support

$50,000

General Operating support

$30,000

Community Leadership and Equity Initiative

$20,000

D.I.V.A.S in the City (Digitally Innovative Voices of Advocacy Sisters)

$18,000

Englewood Village Plaza / Englewood Line Trail

$40,000

Citizenship for All

$50,000

Ndigo Studio is to fund broadcast for production and air time.

$50,000

Healing to Action General Operating Request

$25,000

Heaven Gallery

$25,000

Expand Opportunities to Seal Tenant Eviction Records to Help
People Secure a Home

$15,000

ICIRR Community Organizing and Public Policy Advocacy

$35,000

IMAN's Arts & Culture Program

$50,000

Support for a Development staff member in support of succession
planning

$30,000

Language Access Campaign

$15,000

General Operating support for Joel Hall Dancers & Center

$15,000

Diverse Voices in Docs: Program Expansion & Alumni Accelerator
Support

$50,000

La Raza Newspaper

‘Restore, Increase and Enhance Latinx oriented Spanish journalism in
Chicago’ (RIE La Raza)

$50,000

Latino Policy Forum

Public Housing Equity

$25,000

LCDC Community Organizing for Resident Power

$25,000

2021 Field Leader Fellowship

$25,000

Rent Control Campaign

$30,000

International Latino Cultural Center of Chicago
Jane Addams Senior Caucus
Joel Hall Dancers & Center
Kartemquin Educational Films

Lawndale Christian Development Corporation
Leadership Greater Chicago
Lift the Ban Coalition
Fiscal Sponsor: Rogers Park Community Action Network
d/b/a People Project
Little Village Environmental Justice Organization
Logan Square Neighborhood Association
Lugenia Burns Hope Center
Mezcla Media Collective
Mitchell Museum of the American Indian
Mujeres Latinas en Accion
Muslim American Leadership Alliance
National Museum of Mexican Art
National Museum of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture

Just Transition Campaign

$25,000

Hermosa Here to Stay Affordable Home Ownership Initiative (HHTS)

$25,000

Lugenia Burns Hope Center

$20,000

Mezcla Growth Funding

$17,000

Expanding Native American Fine Arts Artists Holiday Market & Artist
Demonstration

$25,000

Community Engagement and Mobilization

$25,000

Muslim American Journeys - Story Collection

$10,000

Yollocalli Arts Reach Difusión Media

$25,000

Crossing the Finish Line

$35,000
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Open the Circle
Organized Communities Against Deportations
Fiscal Sponsor: Latino Union of Chicago
Organizing Neighborhoods for Equality: Northside
PASO - West Suburban Action Project
Pilsen Alliance
Public Media Institute
Real Men Charities, Inc.

Body of the City

$50,000

General Support for Community Defense Organizing

$40,000

ONE Northside Lift the Ban Campaign (as a part of the larger Lift the
Ban Campaign)

$30,000

Community Visioning and Engagement of Suburban Immigrant
Communities

$46,500

Pilsen Alliance Growth and Innovation Funding

$35,000

PMI + Contratiempo Amplifying Multilingual Community Radio

$50,000

Real Men For Generations

$35,000

Resident Association of Greater Englewood
Fiscal Sponsor: Teamwork Englewood

Resident Leadership & Empowerment

$25,000

Reunion Chicago
Fiscal Sponsor: Free Write Arts & Literacy

Reunion Chicago 2019-2020 Strategic Planning

$20,000

Segundo Ruiz Belvis Cultural Center
Silk Road Rising
Sisters in Cinema
South Chicago Dance Theatre
South Side Community Art Center

Operations Support and Artistic Series

$30,000

Removing Barriers to Arts Participation for Asian and Middle Eastern
Americans

$35,000

Sisters in Cinema Media Arts Center

$50,000

South Chicago Dance Theatre Operating Budget Support

$7,000

Building Capacity-Infrastructure 2020

$40,000

Southside Together Organizing for Power

Housing Justice Program

$40,000

General Operating support

$30,000

The #LetUsBreathe Collective
Fiscal Sponsor: Central American Martyrs Center Su Casa

Growing, developing and nurturing our liberation oasis The
#BreathingRoom Space

$25,000

The Community Renewal Society - The Chicago Reporter

Unbreaking The Chicago Reporter Internship Program

$50,000

Crossroad Media Project

$20,000

The Silver Room Foundation Capacity Building Initiative

$25,000

The Triibe

Scaling The TRiiBE

$50,000

Threewalls

Investment in Today and Tomorrow

$25,000

Curriculum, Content, and Connection

$50,000

Finishing Funds for Unapologetic Documentary Film

$50,000

Latinext News Collaborative

$50,000

Making E-Commerce Work for Our Communities

$30,000

Black Workers Matter

$35,000

Southsiders Organized for Unity and Liberation (SOUL)

The Firehouse Community Arts Center
The Silver Room Foundation
Fiscal Sponsor: A Long Walk Home

True Star Foundation
Unapologetic
Univision Chicago
Warehouse Workers Justice Center
Westside Health Authority

FISCAL YEAR 2020 TOTAL: $3,004,500
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GRANTS FISCAL YEAR 2020
Organization Name
3Arts, Inc.
Arts Alliance Illinois
Black Researchers Collective
Fiscal Sponsor: The Humanity Institute
Block Club Chicago
Brave Space Alliance
Fiscal Sponsor: Center on Halsted
Broadcasting Career Mentor
Cabrini Green Legal Aid
Chicago Community Trust
Chicago Learning Exchange
Chicago Reader L3C
Chicago Torture Justice Center
Congo Square Theatre Company

Project Name

Amount Awarded

3ER (3Arts Emergency Response)

$5,000

Arts for Illinois Relief Fund

$5,000

Community Driven Research

$2,500

Block Club Chicago, Austin/North Lawndale/Garfield Park Reporter

$5,000

COVID-19 Emergency Food Aid to the South Side

$1,500

Media Training Project

$10,000

Executive Education - HBS Program: Strategic Perspectives in Non-Profit
Management

$6,500

Jumpstarting the City's Office of Equity and Racial Justice

$25,000

Remake Learning Days CHI 2020

$10,000

Independent Chicago Area Media Alliance

$15,000

Emotional Health First Aid for Racialized Trauma

$5,000

Production support for Single Black Female

$2,500

CCRx - Year Round Creative Reuse

$10,000

Community Organizing: Technology Funders Collaborative

$20,000

Teaching Civics in a Divided Nation (Student Voice & Racial Equity and Justice)

$5,000

Cherry Kurt Roger

$5,000

Emergency Microgrants

$1,000

Global Connections Exploratory Travel

$6,000

Full-color publishing budget and low-cover price

$5,000

Guild Literary Complex

Inaugural Press Room Series

$5,000

Honey Pot Performance

Strategic planning & organizational Development

$4,500

Creative Chicago Reuse Exchange
Crossroads Fund
Editorial Project in Education
Fertile Ground Factory, LLC
Fiscal Sponosr: The Monroe Foundation
For the People Artists Collective
Fiscal Sponsor: Uptown People’s Law Center
Girls Like Me Project
THE GREEN LANTERN GALLERY AND PRESS
NFP

Independent Sector
Kartemquin Educational Films
Latino Union of Chicago
The #LetUsBreathe Collective
Fiscal Sponsor: Central American Martyrs
Center
Metropolitan Planning Council (MPC)
MIKVA CHALLENGE GRANT FOUNDATION INC
Nerdy Media
The Network: Advocating Against Domestic
Violence
One City at VanderCook College of Music
Real Men Charities, Inc.
Robert R. McCormick Foundation
Tallgrass Educational Films
United Way of Metropolitan Chicago

Upswell Chicago 2019

$25,000

Engagement funding in Chicago for the documentary film COOKED: Survival
by Zip Code

$9,000

Capacity Building for Day Laborer Outreach

$1,500

The Stimulus Package For Humanity

$1,500

Equity in Action Events Series

$5,000

Neighborhood Leadership Initiative

$5,000

Community-Produced Podcast Series

$15,000

The Network: Advocating to End Domestic Violence

$7,500

One City Jazz Outreach: Support for Extraordinary Role Model

$7,000

Covid Wellness Response

$5,000

Chicago COVID-19 Journalism Fund

$25,000

To edit the documentary film, “Punch 9: Harold Washington for Chicago”

$10,000

Chicago Community COVID-19 Response Fund

$25,000

FISCAL YEAR SPECIAL CONSIDERATION 2020 TOTAL: $296,000
ALL GRANTS FOR 2020: $3,300,500

Not including matching gifts and general operating awards for the Leaders for a new Chicago program.

TOTAL FOR ALL GRANTS FOR BOTH FY 2019 AND 2020: $5,917,000
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Rooted in the Past, Aiming High as the Sky for the Future
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